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LAS VEGAS: The demo high-tech toilets from
Japan are unabashedly right in the middle of
the floor at the Consumer Electronics Show in

Las Vegas.
While the toilets are not functioning ones,

manufacturer Toto is keen to show how its

“intelligent” washlet system can be good for
the environment and improve people’s experi-
ence in the bathroom.  How smart is the toilet?

“You walk up to it and it opens up, and
when you leave it closes and flushes automati-
cally,” Toto spokeswoman Lenora Campos said.
It also eliminates the need for toilet paper.

“It scans and delivers warm aerated water”
to the user, she said. “It washes and then dries
you. We can be clean without paper products.”
After usage, the toilet cleans and sanitizes
itself with electrolyzed water. And because of
its coating of titanium dioxide and zirconium,
nothing sticks to the bowl.

That means it can go for a year without
cleaning, avoiding the use of environmentally
harmful chemicals, Toto says.  None of this is
new to many Japanese or visitors to the coun-
try-Campos said about 70 percent of Japanese
homes use this kind of washlet system, but
that the idea is gaining ground in other coun-
tries.  Toto has been selling the Neorest model
in the US and Europe and at in Las Vegas intro-
duced a newer version-a wall-hung toilet
which takes up less space with its tank and
drain in the wall, and is even more water-effi-
cient.  This new model is being introduced in
Europe this year with plans for the US market
in 2017.

One thing that may be hard to digest for
users is the price: a list price of $10,000 for the
original Neorest, and possibly more for the
new model.  Toto USA president William Strang
said its customers are the best promoters of
the intelligent toilet.

“Once they test-drive this, they don’t want
to go back,” he said. — AFP

Self-cleaning toilet

makes splash in Vegas

LAS VEGAS: Newly unveiled Haier Ubot household robots are shown in a kitchen display at the CES 2016 Consumer Electronics Show yesterday
in Las Vegas, Nevada. — AFP 

LAS VEGAS:  This year’s CES gadget show, like ones
before it, showed off a mix of the dreamy and the
practical in technology. Gadget prototypes promised
us fully autonomous vehicles carrying commuters on
the streets and in the sky, while gizmos went on sale
that aimed to solve daily problems like restocking
your fridge.

Here’s a quick summary of the highlights of CES
2016:

DRONES
Drones might no longer be just a toy for hobby-

ists or weapons for the military. Chinese drone maker
Ehang Inc. unveiled what it called the world’s first
drone capable of carrying a human passenger, a
four-armed quadcopter with eight propellers that it
said has been on more than 100 test flights, includ-
ing some with a human passenger.

The idea is to set a course and then sit back for
about a 20-minute ride - assuming, of course, that
regulators approve, which will probably be a long
haul itself.

Companies are making drones smaller and
smarter than ever for that high-tech selfie. Many can
hover and shoot up to 4K video, and several compa-
nies are working toward including a “follow me”
function that would let drones fly along above or
behind you, shooting video all the way. Some such
drones are so small they fall under the minimum
weight requiring registration by the Federal Aviation
Administration.

CONNECTED CARS
Automakers and parts suppliers took further

steps to make autonomous driving a reality.
Quanergy, for instance, announced a low-cost ver-
sion of laser-based sensors called Lidar that cuts the

cost of outfitting autos with the technology to
around $1,000 per car from about $70,000.

Israeli company Mobileye and German company
Here announced plans to start making super-
detailed road maps based on cameras and sensors
that exist in cars today. Those maps will help
autonomous vehicles navigate in poor weather.
Owned by Audi, BMW and Mercedes, Here said it
plans to have detailed maps of the highway net-
works in North America and Western Europe by
2018.

VIRTUAL AND AUGMENTED REALITY
Some companies showed off technology that

combined augmented reality - which superimposes
digital images and text on the real world - and virtual
reality - which blocks out the real world in a com-
pletely immersive environment using a headset and
headphones.

HTC says it’s launching the latest version of its
Vive headset with a front-facing camera that allows
users to do real-life things like take a drink or sit
down without taking it off. A startup called uSens
showed off a prototype headset attached to a
Samsung Galaxy S6 smartphone that had forward-
facing infrared and optical cameras so wearers could
use their hands to manipulate virtual objects.

Google and Lenovo announced a consumer
mobile device would go on sale this summer that
incorporates technology from its depth-sensing
Project Tango robotic sight technology. That could
make it easy to do things like get turn-by-turn direc-
tions indoors or measure dimensions in a room just
by using the device’s cameras.

But the biggest news was the sticker-shock of
Oculus’ consumer version of its Rift headset, which
the company priced at $599 - or $1,499 with the

high-powered computer necessary to make it work.
Facebook-owned Oculus began taking orders
Wednesday for delivery starting at the end of March.

SMART HOME
More intelligent home appliances that can tell

people how well they’re sleeping, order more dish-
washer detergent and know how much ketchup is
likely left in the bottle were among the gadgets on
display at CES.

Segway, the maker of the two-wheel transporters
popular with city tour guide companies, hopes that
by next year people might add a personal robot to
their homes to carry the groceries home.

That’s if the milk, butter and bread weren’t
already ordered and delivered with a touch of a but-
ton on a fridge door, a technology unveiled by
Samsung and Mastercard.

KIDS
Companies are hoping new parents in the not-so

distant future won’t just want to share photos of
their new arrival with Grandma. They might also
want to presage that with a clip of the baby’s heart-
beat, while still in the womb.

Familial bonding now comes with plenty of
Bluetooth. The newest baby monitors on display this
week come equipped with smile detection, in the
case of Motorola, or senses and records the baby’s
breathing with First Alert’s One Link system. 

Most if not all are sold as consumer devices, steer-
ing clear of any medical claims requiring FDA
approval. That includes a $250 sock equipped with a
pulse oximetry device from Owlet. It can keep tabs
on the child’s breathing and heartbeat with the aim
of alerting parents via their smart phones if either
seems irregular. — AP

From the high-flying to the 

practical: CES 2016 in brief

NEW YORK: It was the year smart-
phones saved Santa. As expected,
numbers out Friday from research
firm comScore confirmed mobile
shopping, which includes smart-
phones and tablets,  jumped in
November and December, spurring
on holiday retail sales this year.

Online shoppers are increasingly

comfor table  with shopping on
smartphones as screen sizes get
larger and shopping apps get bet-
ter.

“I believe that we’ve seen a para-
digm shift in 2016 where the future
of retail will increasingly be defined
by consumers’ behavior on mobile,”
said comScore chairman emeritus

Gian Fulgoni.
Total  online spending during

November and December rose 13
percent  to  $69.08 bi l l ion f rom
$61.29 bi l l ion last  year,  s l ightly
shor t  of  the 14 percent  r ise
comScore, based in Reston, Va., was
expecting.

Spending on desktops rose 6

percent to $56.43 billion, short of
comScore’s expectations of an 8
percent rise to $58.3 billion.

But mobile commerce helped
make up some of that shor tfal l .
Shopping on smar tphones and
tablets  jumped 59 percent  to
$12.65 billion, well above the 47
percent rise comScore was expect-

ing.Mobile commerce accounted
for  18 percent  of  total  onl ine
spending, up from 13 percent last
year.

Cyber  Monday,  Nov.  30 ,  was
once again the top spending day of
the year with more than $2 billion
in desktop buying for the second
year in a row. — AP

Holiday shopping online spurred by mobile sales

LAS VEGAS: Gadgets galore are letting
dog lovers stay connected to their pets
even when they can’t take canine com-
panions with them on the go.

A sea of innovations on display at the
famously people-centric Consumer
Electronics Show on Friday included a
wave of technology aimed at those who
consider pets cherished family members.

“Everybody loves their pets,” said Mike
Jander of Trackimo, one of several com-
panies showing off tracking devices that
can be affixed to collars and reveal where
animals run off to.

A Trackimo clip-on device, which was
on display at CES, can send an alert to an
owner’s smartphone if a dog ventures
past a geo-fence-a designated virtual
barrier-and then track the pet’s where-
abouts by satellite, according to Jander.

‘FITBIT FOR DOGS’ 
Wondermento, which has offices in

the US and Britain, showed off a bow-tie-
shaped plastic activity tracker-the
Wonderwoof-that chief technology offi-
cer Joe Morsman described as “a Fitbit for
dogs.”

“ There are other pet trackers out
there, but this is purely about the health,”
Morsman said of Wonderwoof.

“This is a fun, social way to exercise
your dog.”

He recounted leaving his dog at a ken-
nel that promised four long walks daily,
only to be shown by the device that the
pet got only two brief outings a day.

“We now do home stays with other
dog owners,” Morsman said.

Applications tailored for mobile

devices powered by Apple or Android
software come free with the $95
Wonderwoof bow tie.

The apps let users see if other
Wonderwoof-wearing dogs are out and
about. Wondermento plans to add fea-
tures allowing those owners to connect
with each other while out. 

“We are trying to accentuate the social
element of walking your dog,” Morsman
told AFP.

“Wonderwoof is also very much a talk-
ing point; people stop you to ask what it
is.”

Wondermento describes the doggy
device as  a “fashion-forward brand with
a fun social element.”

The company is working on an
enhanced indoor version that will use
location sensing to let people know if
pets are pining at a door or making
unusually frequent trips to water bowls.

The company is also developing an
activity tracker for cats.

‘MASSIVE MARKET’ 
“There is a huge interest in pet wear-

ables,” Morsman told AFP.
“It is a massive market.”
People don’t want to feel they are

abandoning their dogs while off at work,
he said, and technology is letting them
stay virtually tethered.

A Petcube camera that links to wire-
less internet in homes lets people not
only look in on pets but play with them
remotely. Owners can use a smartphone
app to make a point of laser light appear
and flit about in the house while a cat or
dog pursues it. — AFP

Tech tethers dog lovers 

remotely to their pets

LAS VEGAS: The Sol Bag solar power charger and handbag is on display at the
Samsung booth during CES International, Friday, in Las Vegas. — AP

LAS VEGAS: It’s enough to make you want to
drop everything and race for the nearest
power outlet: Your workday isn’t even done,
and your smartphone or laptop battery is
already in the red zone.

If you’re hoping that techno-progress will
dispel that depleted feeling, you may be in for
a long wait. Battery life is constrained by limi-
tations in chemistry, and improvements aren’t
keeping pace with demands from modern
gadgets.

We’re still dependent on the venerable
lithium-ion cell, first commercialized by Sony
in 1991; it’s light, safe and holds a lot of
charge relative to most alternatives, but it
isn’t getting better fast enough to keep up
with our growing electronic demands.

So instead, manufacturers are doing their
best to “cheat” their way around lithium-ion’s
limitations. The CES gadget show in Las Vegas
this week featured plenty of workarounds
that aim to keep your screen lit longer.

Proceed with caution, though:
Manufacturer claims of battery life improve-
ment can fall short of real-world experience.

NEW CHIPS
Not that long ago, computer-chip makers

competed to make their chips ever faster and
more capable, with power consumption a
secondary consideration. But the boom in
energy hungry smartphones and laptops
means that companies like Intel need to put
much more emphasis on power efficiency
these days.

Intel says its sixth-generation Core chips,
known as Skylake, add a little more than an
hour to battery life to laptops compared with
the previous generation, according to
spokesman Scott Massey. The chips utilize a
more compact design, hard-wired functions
that used to be run via software and fine-
tuning how they ramp power use up and
down.

BETTER-DESIGNED LAPTOPS
Laptop manufacturers are smartly sipping

power, too.
HP says the Spectre x360 notebook it

introduced in March gains up to 72 minutes

of battery life, for a total of up to 13 hours,
thanks in part to Intel’s new chip. Among
other tricks, the PC doesn’t refresh the screen
as often if the image isn’t moving. “If we can
solve a bunch of small problems, they can
add up,” HP vice president Mike Nash said.

Similarly, Lenovo’s new ThinkPad X1 Yoga
tablet turns off its touch screen and key-
board backlight if it senses its owner is walk-
ing and has the screen folded back like an
open book. Vaio, the computer maker for-
merly owned by Sony, says its Z Canvas
launched in the U.S. in October benefits from
shrinking components and efficiently distrib-
uting heat to make more room for a bigger
battery.

And Dell says it has worked with manu-
facturers to squeeze more battery capacity
into the same space. It says its efforts recent-
ly boosted the energy storage of its XPS 13
laptop by 7.7 percent compared to an earlier
version of the same model .

NEW CHARGERS
Maybe it’s your phone that’s not keeping

up. If so, you might check out new acces-
sories designed to make it easier and faster
to charge back up.

Kickstarter-funded Ampy uses your
body’s kinetic energy to charge up a pager-
sized device. Strap it to your arm or a belt
and it can recharge a smartphone in real
time; an hour of jogging or similar exercise
yields about an hour of use. You could also
just throw it in your bag and get the same
extra hour of gadget life after a week of walk-
ing around - not an awesome trade off,
maybe, but possibly better than nothing.

The wireless-charging technology Qi
makes it possible to charge a phone without
plugging it in. Instead, you lay it down on a
special pad and let electromagnetic field
coupling do the work. Wireless charging has
always been much slower than wired,
although Qi’s backers say it’s speeding up.
But wired charging is getting faster, too, at
least for phones with the latest hardware-
and with Qi, you still have to line up your
device just right on the sometimes fussy
pads. — AP

Does your battery life stink? 

Try high-tech workarounds

LAS VEGAS: The demo Toto toilet is seen on January 8, 2016 at the Consumer Electronics Show
in Las Vegas, Nevada on January 8, 2016. The demo high-tech toilets from Japanese manufac-
turer Toto are unabashedly right in the middle of the floor at the Consumer Electronics Show
in Las Vegas. While the toilets are not a functioning ones, the company is keen to show how its
“intelligent” washlet system can be good for the environment and improve people’s experi-
ence in the bathroom. — AFP


